Maximize your space

Vion Beam series

A truly flexible solution for waiting rooms and reception areas. Beam Seating divides spaces, creates separate seating pods for specific user groups and controls traffic flow. Seating units easily attach to a universal beam base. Available in two, three and four person lengths, beam units can be positioned tightly along a wall in a straight run or expanded for L or U configurations.

Vion seating shown in Momentum Millenium, Electric with corner connector beams. Mesh backs shown in Natural. Coffee table and square corner table tops shown in Black laminate.
Beam Seating is available with Vion, Popcorn, Duet, Sidero and Sonic. Choose from one-piece polypropylene, mesh back and fully upholstered models. For a refined look, a shared Polished Aluminum arm option can be placed between seats or at the end of a run. Beam Seating is offered with power options, side tables and other accessories.

Top: Popcorn seating shown in Cloud with upholstered seats in Momentum Millennium, Pool and universal Polished Aluminum arms.
Bottom: Duet seating with arms shown in Latte with upholstered seats and backs in Momentum Tradition, Latte; armless seating shown in Latte. Radiused corner table top shown in Black laminate with corner connector beam.
Lasting performance

Beam Seating is engineered to exceed industry standards for long-term performance. Heavy duty T-shaped legs feature anti-scuff tips and trims for easy maintenance. Backed by Global’s Lifetime Warranty, Beam Seating is tested to an active weight capacity of 300 lbs. per seat and built to withstand demanding environments.

Top: Sidero seating shown in Momentum Turin, Barolo with corner connector beams.
Bottom: Sonic seating shown in Frost with corner connector beams. Upholstered seats and backs shown in Momentum Millenium, Voyage.
Coffee table, square table top, radiused corner table tops shown in Black laminate.
It’s in the details

Shell colors (Duet, Popcorn, Sonic)

Options
- Universal Polished Aluminum arm
- Undermounted power and USB monument
- Bolt down kit affixes beam unit to the floor

Tables
- Radiused corner table top
- Square corner table top
- Square table between seating
- Square end table

Coffee table tops are available in a variety of Global laminates and finishes.
Typicals

Popcorn Beam series shown above. Also available in Südero, Sonic, Duet and Vion Beam series.

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: Popcorn seating shown in Cloud with upholstered seats in Momentum Millennium, Pool and universal Polished Aluminum arms. Radiused corner table with corner connector beam.